SACC seeks open meeting
By Bruce Schwartz and Bob Dennis
Claudon Murray said that work in the Draper Laboratories is part of an aim set about developing an American front-strike capability, SACC has called upon Corporation Chairman John Watson and President Howard Johnson to convene an "open MIT community meeting" next Tuesday.

The purpose of the meeting is to allow them to answer "questions directed to them from the MIT community." In calling for the meeting, SACC members cited the "rushed and secretive nature of recent decisions made by the MIT administration and the MIT Corporation," referring to the D-Lab divestment decision and the Corporation Executive Committee decision to support the General Motors management rather than the Project on Corporate Responsibility in voting 292,000 GM shares owned by MIT.

26,000 GM shares owned by MIT.

SACC members Jim Steele and Jerry Meldon, both grad students, presented a letter calling for the meeting to the Chairman's office yesterday afternoon. The letter was also signed by three editors of The Tech.

Earlier in the day, speaking before a SACC-sponsored noon rally on the Student Center steps, Prof. Noam Chomsky decried that the "movement at MIT should not be satisfied with so-called social indifference ... and probably a delivery delay.

On May 14 three brass rats, including the 1972 prototype, were followed by one summer traveling with the Boston Red Sox. "It was a wonderful experience," he said, "but we're all tired of living out of a suitcase."

Chomsky further stated that he had always been more interested in the schools than in the Labor Shop, asserting that the former was involved in "counter-insurgency work." "Theoretically," he says, "who's going to oppose the lab?"

"When one is a friend through a mutual friend for aid. "The Cambridge cop was there in a game doesn't really know your enemy," said a real tiny man job. On and off for the last six years there has been an assistant trainer for the last two years, part time student at Northern Illinois University. Bohmer has been to the Shop.

Despite the lazy nights and weekend schedules, Jimbo is optimistic about someone who enjoys his job, and he does a good job---"an athlete's training, or if your old war injury acts up again, take a trip to the doctor." A reward is offered for the return of the prototype 1972 brass rat.

Please contact Sandy Wient, Chairwoman x5616 McCormick